
Thursday July 13 
44th Funfest Begins 8:00 a.m. 

Sales Area  10:00 a.m. - 9:00 p.m 
Childrens Activities Rabbit Barn 8:30 a.m. 
Workshops Begin 9:00 a.m. 
Evening Concert 7:00 p.m. 

 
Friday July 14 

Sales Area  10:00 a.m. - 9:00 p.m 
Childrens Activities Rabbit Barn 8:30 a.m. 
Workshops Begin 9:00 a.m. 
Mountain Dulcimers Performance 6:30 p.m. 

           Dance in Community Building 7:00 p.m. 
Evening Concert 7:00 p.m. 

Saturday July 15 
Sales Area  10:00 a.m. - 7 p.m 

Workshops Begin 9:00 a.m. 
Youth Concert 10:00 a.m. 
Open Mic Concert 1:30 p.m. 
Hammered Dulcimers Performance 6:15 p.m. 
Dulcimer Drawing 6:50 p.m. 
Evening Concert 7:00 p.m. 

*** Adult Workshop Player Levels *** 
Beginner 1(Beg 1) - Able to tune and beginning to play ~ 

Beginner 2 (Beg 2) - Able to play tunes and know a few chords 
Intermediate (Int) - Plays many tunes from memory. Beginning to arrange and embellish. 

Advanced (Adv) - Confident embellishing, solid understanding of chords. 

Workshop Guidelines: 
 Arrive with your instrument in tune. • Feel free to bring a recorder to help with practicing. 

 You may observe any workshop, even if you don’t bring an instrument. 

 Make sure you aren’t blocking someone else’s access as folks enter or leave the class. 

 If you bring a stand-up stand, set up BEHIND those who are seated; Leave carts at the BACK of the class area. 

 DO NOT leave your instrument unattended.  • Be very careful of other peoples’ instruments.  • Bring your own chair. 

 NO SET-UP before 10 minutes to the hour (or until the previous class has cleared)• PLEASE be courteous to other attendees! 

 In the event that a workshop must be cancelled or changed, information will be posted on the bulletin board in the original workshop area. 

 Remember to express your appreciation to the leaders who volunteer to instruct these classes. 

45th Annual Dulcimer Musical Funfest! 
Osceola County Fairgrounds—Evart, MI 

July 13, 14, 15, 2017 

Dulcimer Drawing ~ Saturday 
The hammered dulcimer will be given away on Saturday night 
at the end of the Hammered Dulcimer Performance, around 

6:50 p.m. Must be present to win! 

Friday Night Dance 
A dance will be held Friday from 7:00-9:00 pm in the Community Building, organized by Jim & Loretta McKinney with live music by 
many familiar faces from the talented Funfest musical community. No partner required. 

Try the*NEW* Workshops App at odpcfunfestschedule.com 
Store all of your favorite workshops in one place on your tablet or PC! 



Purpose of the ODPC: 
The purpose of the Original Dulcimer Players Club is to promote and preserve the art of playing the Hammered Dulcimer. 
To provide an organization where dulcimer players can exchange information and knowledge regarding the instrument 
with each other. To provide for workshops, seminars and concerts. To make this instrument better known to the public. To 
perpetuate the art of construction and playing this instrument so the knowledge can be of benefit to future generations.                                                                                           
~Excerpt from Bylaws 

Festival Rules: 
• No bikes • No alcohol • Pets are restricted to campsite. 

• Sales by campers limited to 2 instruments (no books or other items) per campsite 
• Performers or workshop leaders may sell immediately after classes or performances. 

• For a complete list of instruments allowed during the festival, please refer to the 
“FestivalOperations Manual” http://originaldulcimerplayers.org/assets/2016_Festival_Manual.pdf 

• For complete Fairgrounds rules see http://www.osceolacountyfairgrounds.com/camping/2014Rules.pdf 

Kathy Rayman, President 
Gail Perna, Vice President 
Deb Stewart, Treasurer 
Sue Crandle, Secretary 

president@originaldulcimerplayers.org 
vicepresident@originaldulcimerplayers.org 

treasurer@originaldulcimerplayers.org 
secretary@originaldulcimerplayers.org 

Paula Brawdy 
Scott Freeman 
Bill Beyerlein 

trustees@originaldulcimerplayers.org 
trustees@originaldulcimerplayers.org 
trustees@originaldulcimerplayers.org 

Original Dulcimer Players Club Executive Board 

Committee Chairs and Other Leadership  
Gail VanAmberg, Education • Bill Beyerlein, Gates • Jim Curtiss, Historian 

Freeman Gilmore, Jam Coordinator • Gail Perna, Nominations  
• Mary Peka, ODPC Office Manager • Scott Freeman, Publicity & Stage Manager  

• Andy Cox, Sound  •  Jim Rathbun, Vendors 
Gail Perna, Stage Shows • Sue Crandle, Workshops • Ida O’Dell Youth Program 



2017 ODPC Funfest Workshops 

Instructor 
Time/Area
(Grid #) 

Level Description 

Hammered Dulcimer Pre-Show Preparation 

Peggy 
Peryam 

Wed Noon 
Area 4 

Sat 11:00 
Area 4 (184) 

PreBeg/
Beg 

We want you to be part of the Saturday night pre-show. Come and practice all of the tunes to be played. 
We will give some ideas of how you can get through the tunes you don't know. Music is available on the 
ODPC website., if you want to practice in advance. ** 

Mountain Dulcimer Pre-Show Preparation 

Annette 
Lindsey 

Fri 10:00 
Area 1 

(91/101) 

PreBeg/
Beg 

PRACTICE FOR MOUNTAIN DULCIMER PRE-SHOW**—2 HOURS 
We will have a 2 hour practice session for the Friday evening performance. We will practice Crooked 
Ridge, Rock the Cradle Joe, Sail Away Ladies, Shenandoah Falls, Shepherd’s Wife Waltz and Spotted Pony. 
Download music from www.evartdulcimerfest.org/pretunes.html. 

Hammered Dulcimer One-On-One Workshops 

Volunteer 
Teachers 

Thurs Fri Sat 

10:00 
Area 9 

(20, 100, 180) 

PreBeg/ 
Beg 

For folks who have just purchased an instrument or who want to be introduced to the hammered dulcimer. 
Come and receive individual attention. Bring your instrument in tune if you can. If you don't have an instru-
ment, someone can show you on theirs. VOLUNTEER INSTRUCTORS AND THEIR INSTRUMENTS ARE 
NEEDED ALL THREE DAYS!!  

Hammered Dulcimer Workshops 

Julie Arnold Fri 3:00 
Area 10 (150) 
Sat 12:00 

Area 7 (197) 
 

Beg 2/Int A Minor Matter: Shifting into a Melancholy Key! 
Many tunes composed in major keys transition easily into minor keys played with the same hammering pat-
tern. We will discuss how to identify such tunes and hammering that enables a quick shift from major to 
minor. Simple, well-known tunes (easily learned in the workshop) will demonstrate the concept. 

Colin Beasley Thurs 2:00 
Area 6 (56) 

Int/Adv Percussive Techniques and Rudiments 
Learn hand techniques and percussive rudiments that will allow you to play your dulcimer to its highest 
potential. We will break down arm, wrist, and finger motions, rudiments that apply to the dulcimer, and 
how to practice it all, both effectively and efficiently. 

Colin Beasley Fri 9:00 
Area 6 (86) 

 

Int/Adv Odd Chords and Patterns 
Expand your familiarity with the hammered dulcimer by learning to play from corner to corner! We will look at Bach's 
"Praeludium I" in the key of D. The piece features a plethora of odd, but beautiful chords that fall far outside the box. 
It is recommended to use a large, 4-5 octave dulcimer, such as a Dusty Strings D650 or Jerry Read Smith Concertmas-
ter, but is not necessarily required. Though, AT LEAST a 16/15 chromatic dulcimer is highly recommended. 

Colin Beasley Sat 12:00 
Area 6 (196) 

 

Adv. Using Hand Independence in Arranging 
We will use "What a Wonderful World" to work on implementing hand independence into an arrangement. 
The song features some pretty interesting chords that aren't usually played on the hammered dulcimer. 

Pam Bowman Thurs 
11:00—12:00 

Area 10 
(30/40) 

PreBeg/
Beg 

Tune It and Play! 2 Hr. Class 
In the first part of this 2 hour workshop, we will learn all about tuning and TUNE! (I will have several peo-
ple to help) Then we will learn 2 absolute beginner songs which we will PLAY! (there is nothing better than 
playing in tune! lol) Come and learn that tuning is not as scary/mysterious as it might seem & learn 2, just 
melody line songs, for your play list! 

Pam Bowman Thurs 4:00 
Area 10 (80) 

PreBeg/
Beg 

Beginner Christmas in July 
Just the melody line - easy and step by step instruction for the Christmas classic "Silent Night" - and if 
we have time we'll learn a second beginner arrangement of another Christmas classic! If you want to play 
Christmas tunes for Christmas.... it's time to start learning them now. 

Pam Bowman Fri 4:00 
Area 4 (154) 

Beg2/Int A Chording We Will Go! 
Where are the chord patterns on a Hammered Dulcimer? Why are they SO important? What can we do 
with them?....Lots! Come and learn the answers to these ?? and how chords are key to embellishing tunes! 

Pam Bowman Fri 10:00  
Area 7 (97) 

PreBeg/
Beg 

Hammered Hymns I 
Holy Holy Holy (...Lord God Almighty) is my beginner hymn choice for 2017 - this will be just the main mel-
ody with step by step guidance in learning it on the hammered dulcimer. You will have no trouble coming 
away with this song intact, and on your beginner song list - even if you just bought a dulcimer yesterday! 

Pam Bowman Sat 10:00 
Area 7 (177) 

Int Hammered Hymns II 
This year's intermediate level hymn is "How Great Thou Art" - if you've taken intermediate level classes 
from me before, you know that they are never just the melody line - but the melody interwoven with dif-
ferent techniques of embellishments and added depth. Some of the items in this arrangement - arpeggios, 
straight runs, chord runs. Hope to see you in class! 

Pam Bowman Sat 2:00 
Area 7 (217) 

Int Oldie Recoup! 
Sometimes a song that used to be played a lot... gets lost in all of the new tunes we learn! Learning new 
tunes is great - however this workshop will be recovering and old classic that shows up on both Old time 
and Bluegrass lists - "Turkey In The Straw" - a little bit of twist and turn for the hammer pattern, but 
fun to play and we'll add some variation and p'zazz! 



Hammered Dulcimer Workshops Continued 

Instructor 
Time/Area
(Grid #) 

Level Description 

Phyllis Brown 
Brett Ridgeway 

 

Fri 3:00 
Area 9 (149) 

Int Gettysburg Rain in the Heart of Shiloh—Hammered Dulcimer Duet 
Brett Ridgeway & Phyllis Woods Brown will be teaching their most requested duet for Hammered Dulcimer, 
"Gettysburg Rain in the Heart of Shiloh”. This is a beautiful duet where a Northern melody meets a South-
ern one, resulting in a melodious and intricate yet simple unity. 

Kathy Cook  Thurs 12:00 
Area 6 (36) 

Beg1/
Beg2 

Learn to Play Angleworm Wiggle 
A fun tune to play. 

Matthew 
Dickerson 

Thurs 1:00 
Area 10 (50) 

Int/Adv Using Dampers & Special Techniques 
Find out how to use your dulcimer dampers and the cool musical possibilities that become available when 
you do. If time allows we will also explore a variety of special techniques such as note bending and plucking. 

Matthew 
Dickerson 

Fri 9:00 
Area 10 (90) 

Int/Adv How I Write Original Music 
This class will be a discussion and sharing time to talk about what inspires us to write music and my person-
al experience of what makes it a reality. I will also cover the technical side of how I develop a piece of 
music on the hammer dulcimer. 

Matthew 
Dickerson 

Sat 9 AM 
Area 9 (169) 

All Breaking Down Walls 
All of us run into what I call "walls" in our musical journey. What is preventing me from becoming better? 
Why am I not as good a player as I would like to be? Why has my musical abilities become stagnant? I will 
be answering questions like these and more to give you the tools you need to break down your walls and 
achieve greater musicianship. 

David James Sat 9:00 
Area 7 (167) 

Beg2/Int Irish Music Especially on the Hammered Dulcimer 
What is this about? You're an Irish musician first, then a dulcimer player second. So you gotta learn 
"traditional." That's what this is about. Plus, tricks and tips to make your Irish tunes sound more "Irish." 
Other instruments welcome. 

Jim Key  Thurs 9:00 
Fri 9:00 

Area 9 (9, 89) 

PreBeg Dulcimers for Future Players 
If you’ve seen dulcimers but never tried to play one, this is for you. Basic instruction. Hammered dulcimers 
will be supplied. (Note: Beginners who take this class may also want to stop in the One-On-Ones at 10:00 a.m.) 

David  
Lindsey 

Thurs 2:00 
Area 4 (54) 

Beg2/Int Cumberland Gap 
Learn Cumberland Gap, a fun old-time 3-part tune with chords and embellishments. 

Loretta 
McKinney  

Thurs 12:00 
Area 9 (39) 

Int Simple Embellishments Using Chinese Breakdown 
Using Chinese Breakdown -- a tune with a simple melody line -- I'll share several suggestions that can be 
incorporated not only into this tune, but throughout your repertoire. We will be working with only the first 
and second lines of the tune. You will have a better workshop experience if you learn the tune before class. 

Ilace Mears Thurs 9:00 
Area 10 (10) 

Fri 10:00 
Area 6 (96) 

Beg Construction Zone 
Building good habits from the beginning is important. Training your brain and muscles are a good foundation 
for long term benefits. No hard hat required. 

Ilace Mears  Thurs 1:00 
Area 4 (44) 

Int/Adv Triple Hammered Harmony—Over The Waterfall 
Develop your ensemble playing skills with this fiddle tune favorite arranged for three (or more). Share the 
melody, the back-up, and the fun making music together. Note reading is VERY helpful! 

Ilace Mears Fri 2:00 
Area 10 (140) 

Int/Adv Triple Hammered Harmony—We Wish You a Merry Christmas! 
Share the melody, the back-up, and the fun of playing together with this Christmas favorite arranged for 
three or more HDs! Catchy rhythms and accessible parts make this an excellent holiday program finale! 
Note reading is VERY helpful! 

Ilace Mears Sat 11:00 
Area 10 (190) 

Beg2/Int Once More with Feeling (Playing Expressively) 
More than just dynamics, playing expressively can bridge the gap between adequate and beautiful. Exercis-
es and ways to approach playing with feeling. 

Katie Moritz Thurs 4:00 
Area 9 (79) 

All Chill Out! 
We're going to learn how to just "chill" with our dulcimers, and perhaps afterwards we will all 
feel like we've just spent 50 minutes at a spa! It's therapeutic, and can open the mind to crea-
tive musical ideas and help rid us of the inhibitions and pressures that sometimes prevent us 
from enjoying our instruments as much as we should. We'll talk about certain scales and chord 
shapes that lend themselves to chillaxin' on the HD.  

Katie Moritz Thurs 9:00 
Area 4 (4) 

Beg2/Int Playing Dulcimer Duets 
One of the greatest joys in music is being able to play with others. We will learn a fun two-part arrange-
ment of a pop song that can be played with two dulcimers, as well as with larger group or club. I'll put spe-
cific emphasis on learning to play good back-up. - Online video support will be provided. 

Katie Moritz Thurs 3:00 
Area 9 (69) 

Int La Valse Joyeuse (The Joyous Waltz) 
This delightful waltz is one you might imagine hearing at a sidewalk cafe in France. Sheet music 
and online video support will be provided. We'll discuss how to handle situations where you 
don't have all of the notes on your instrument. Just because you're missing one or two notes 
doesn't mean you can't play these nifty tunes!  



Hammered Dulcimer Workshops Continued 

Instructor 
Time/Area
(Grid #) 

Level Description 

Katie Moritz Sat 9:00 
Area 4 (164) 

Int Fun with 6/8 Time 
6/8 time is a compound time signature used in many styles of music, but most notably Jigs.The goal of this 
workshop is to show how certain hammering techniques can make this time signature easier to get the hang 
of and groove with. We'll work with my favorite chord progression, which is super fun, and sounds really 
cool. - online video support provided. 

Ida O’Dell Fri 9:00 
Area 7 (87) 

Beg1/
Beg2 

Old Joe Clark 
Learn the tune using patterns.  Music will be provided. 

Dale Palecek Sat 1:00 
Area 10 (210) 

Beg2/Int Learn How to Play Tamlin 
I will teach how to play Tamlin using chord shapes and scales. 

Peggy 
Peryam  

Thurs 12:00 
Area 7 (37) 

Beg1/
Beg2 

Liberty for Beginners 
"Liberty" can be a tricky piece for beginners to learn, but you can be comfortable with it using what you 
learn in this class. This tune is part of the HD Pre-Show. 

Peggy 
Peryam  

  

Fri 4:00 
Area 7 (157) 

Beg2/
Int 

Christmas in the Air 
Be ready for your holiday playing now! This tune has no words, and can be used in period settings as well as 
modern churches. Good for beginners. 

Peggy 
Peryam  

Sat 11:00 
Area 4 (184) 

PreBeg/
Beg 

Hammered Dulcimer Pre-Show Practice 
We want you to be part of the Saturday night pre-show. Come and practice all of the tunes to be played. 
We will give some ideas of how you can get through the tunes you don't know. Music is available on the 
ODPC website, if you want to practice in advance. 

Jim Rathbun  Fri 3:00 
Area 7 (147) 

Beg1/
Beg2 

So You Bought a Dulcimer Today and Want to Play Tonight? 
Are you brand new at Dulcimers or you had one under the bed for a year and want to know how it works? 
You'll receive enough training in this workshop so that you will be able to jam tonight. We will concentrate 
on pentatonic scale in different keys so that no matter what is being played you can keep up and embellish. 

Jim Rathbun  Sat 
3:00 & 4:00 

Area 6  
(226/236) 

Beg1/
Beg2 

Major & Minor Chords—2 Hour Class 
This is a two hour workshop concentrating on both minor and major chords in all dulcimer friendly keys. We 
will be concentrating more on the patterns and especially practice than the theory. By the time you get 
done with these two workshops you will have a solid understanding of two chord minor-key tunes and 3 cord 
major key tunes. It is not essential that you have taking the pentatonic scale workshop but it would be very 
helpful. 

Martha 
Richard  

Thurs 9:00 
Area 6 (6) 
Sat 11:00 

Area 7 (187) 

Int Dill Pickle Rag 
Come play this rag that starts out in G and moves on into C during the song.  Student will need a high D# in 
part three.  Could retune a note for the song.  There are patterns that occur during the song that make it 
easy to play and the rhythm is addictive. 

Martha 
Richard  

Thurs 10:00 
Area 6 (16) 

PreBeg/
Beg 

String Side Up 
This is a class for new players. We will get acquainted with the dulcimer layout, play scales all over the 
place, learn some chord patterns, hammering techniques, tuning. Time permitting a simple song will be 
taught by play and repeat. 

Martha  
Richard 

Fri 11:00 
Area 7 (107) 

Beg2/Int Morag’s Waltz 
Morag's Waltz is a lovely tune in D from the Shetland Isles. Some will play chords while others play the 
melody for a full sound in the barn. All instruments are invited to attend. 

Brett  
Ridgeway 

Fri 1:00 
Area 9 (129) 

All Embellish on the Fly 
While this is not a "tune" workshop, June Apple will be taught and the means used to teach various embel-
lishment techniques...learning to mix it up...on the fly. This workshop will open infinite ways to play any tune 
and make it your own! 

Sam 
Rizzetta 

Fri 1:00 
Area 4 (124) 

Int/Adv Modal Music 
When old-time musicians say a tune is "modal," they often mean it uses the haunting mixolydian mode, a 
scale like the major scale but with the 7th note flatted. If this sounds like Greek, not to worry. All will be 
explained. We’ll learn Lady Of The Mist. 

Sam  
Rizzetta 

Sat 2:00 
Area 4 (214) 

Int/Adv Ragtime Hammer Dulcimer 
The sparkling tone of hammer dulcimer lends itself really well to country ragtime. We will cover essentials 
of syncopation, and some chromatic “color” notes, by learning Bumble Bee Rag. 

Bill Robinson Sat 1:00 
Area 9 (209) 

Int Learn Riverside Ramble 
Learn another of Bill's tunes: Riverside Ramble. If time permits, we'll jam Festival Rag. 

Brenda Ross Thurs 3:00 
Area 5 (65) 

Adv Worship Backup for Voice 
Learn backup chords for instrumental or vocal melody for "Give Me Jesus". 



Hammered Dulcimer Workshops Continued 

Instructor 
Time/Area
(Grid #) 

Level Description 

Brenda Ross 
& Ida O’Dell  

Thurs 12:00 
Area 5 (35) 

Beg1/
Beg2 

Beginning Praise & Worship 
Learn melody and backup chords for "Praise Him Till the Sun Goes Down." 

Brenda Ross 
& Ida O’Dell  

Fri 12:00 
Area 5 (115) 

Int Intermediate Praise & Worship 
Learn backup chords for instrumental or vocal melody for "I Will Call Upon the Lord". 

Tim Seaman  Thurs 11:00 
Area 9 (29) 

Beg2/
Int 

The Joy and Power of Zig-Zags! 
Simple four-note chord patterns, constantly repeating, are great for free improvisation, accompanying 
others, and adding zest to arrangements! 

Tim Seaman Thurs 3:00 
Area 10 (70) 

Int/Adv Piano-Like Separated Hands Can Be Done! 
Using very simple tunes like 'Mary Had a Little Lamb,' 'Go Tell Aunt Rhody,' 'When the Saints,' and 'Star of the County 

Tim Seaman  Fri 10:00 
Area 4 (94) 

Int/Adv ‘Scarborough Fair’ Arranged in Episodes 
Solo ideas for making the tune come alive like a story through a series of different arrangement tech-
niques within the same key, including separated hands, zig-zags, and stark harmonies! 

Tim Seaman  Fri 4:00 
Area 9 (159) 

Int/Adv New Solo Piece “Hiking in the Highland Firs” 
Fairly easy and very dynamic. Using a special bouncing rhythmic pattern and shifts into ragtimey moments, 
this traveling piece thrills listeners but with only moderate difficulty for the player! 

Tim Seaman  Sat 12:00 
Area 10 (200) 

Int/Adv “When I Survey the Wondrous Cross” Arranged as a Journey 
As a solo this chant-like classic hymn can be colored in many ways, including simple octaves, separated 
hands, key changes, speed changes, and more! 

Tim Seaman Sat 4:00 
Area 7 (237) 

Int/Adv “Child Grove” Solo Arranged in Episodes 
This English country dance tune can be played in many speeds, with a variety of chord patterns and moods; 
here we explore moving into a new technique as we come to each new section --- cut-and-dried ideas that 
combine for a big effect! 

Ruth Smith  Thurs 2:00 
Area 10 (60) 

Beg1/
Beg2 

Starting Off Right with Arranging 
Beginning arrangements can be simple and yet beautiful. We'll learn a lovely tune while building a beginner's 
arranging "bag of tricks" including 3 quick and easy "go to" arranging techniques. 

Ruth Smith  Fri 12:00 
Area 7 (117) 

Int Hymns From The Heart 
Hymns on the hammered dulcimer are simply inspirational. We will study a well-known hymn, learning specif-
ic ways to make it more expressive. 

Ruth Smith Sat 1:00 
Area 7 (207) 

Int/Adv From Heart to Hands 
Learn to play with greater expressiveness. In this class, we will learn a beautiful tune that lends itself to 
expressive playing, and then explore arranging ideas to help us play with more feeling. Repertoire will be 
drawn from expressive, lyrical music like a slow air, waltz, or lament. 

Rick Thum  Thurs 3:00 
Area 4 (64) 

PreBeg/
Beg 

Beginner Basics 
You will learn how to understand how your dulcimer works and how to successfully learn to play it. There 
are tricks to make it easy to understand, I will teach these in this class.  Do you want to survive the week-
end?  Start here. 

Rick Thum Fri 
11:00 & 12:00 

Area 4 
(104/114) 

Int/Adv Learn Front Porch Waltz (2 Hour Class) 
I have had lots of requests to teach this again. It is a chord based song. Learning and playing it will rein-
force your chord playing ability. First hour will be the A Part, second hour the B Part. 

Rick Thum Sat 
12:00 & 1:00 

Area 4 
(194/204) 

Int/Adv Shortcut to Embellishing (2 Hour Class) 
We will learn that there is a simple way to know what notes to play as embellishments. I have figured out a 
system that points out these notes so that I can embellish even on the first try. There are only 5 simple 
rules. I will teach these in this class. 

DeeDee 
Tibbits 

Fri 1:00 
Area 10 (130) 

All Playing Together 
Whether adding interest to your own arrangements, or encouraging others to join you, come enjoy the fun 
of being in a dulcimer orchestra with many parts!! 

Gail 
VanAmberg 

Fri 1:00 
Area 7 (127) 

PreBeg/
Beg 

Learn Irish Washerwoman 
Irish Washerwoman is played at all jams. We will go slooooow and teach this tune so you can play it at a 
jam. 

Gail 
VanAmberg 

Sat 12:00 
Area 9 (199) 

PreBeg/
Beg 

Learn Redwing 
Redwing is played at all jams. We will go slooooow and teach this tune so you can play it at a jam. 

Mary Lynn 
van Deventer 

Fri 4:00 
Area 5 (155) 

Int/Adv Backing Up Fiddle Tunes 
Want to see how to use a variety of rhythms and bass lines in backing up fiddle tunes? Come learn Ken Ko-
lodner’s backup for Dull Chisel! Written music will be provided.  

Mary Lynn 
van Deventer 

Sat 2:00 
Area 5 (215) 

Int/Adv Pretty Tune Pt. 1 
We will learn melody and backup for Ken Kolodner’s beautiful tune, Caspian Lake. Written music will be pro-
vided.  

Mary Lynn 
van Deventer 

Sat 3:00 
Area 5 (225) 

Int/Adv Pretty Tune Pt. 2 
We will learn the full arrangement for Ken Kolodner’s beautiful tune, Caspian Lake. Written music will be 
provided.  



Hammered Dulcimer Workshops Continued 

Instructor 
Time/Area
(Grid #) 

Level Description 

Mark Wade Thurs 12:00 
Area 4 (34) 

 

All Sounding Irish 
In this session, we’ll learn a new Irish tune AND learn how to actually sound like Irish players! NO, we won’t 
drink a pint of Guinness first. We’ll learn the Irish lilt and other telltale ornaments so we won’t sound like 
old time players playing an Irish tune. 

Mark Wade Thurs 4:00 
Area 4 (74) 

 

Int/Adv Chord Substitutions 
Learn how to get out of the rut of playing that same chords all the time! This hands-on class will show you 
all the other options available AND how to play them. We will demystify chord suffixes like m7 or 7 b5 and 
learn how to quickly identify alternative choices. We might even learn a tune to apply them! 

Mark Wade Fri 9:00 
Area 4 (84) 

 

All Playing a Melody with Chords 
This workshop answers the question, “What now?” If you can play a melody and want to embellish it with 
chordal accompaniment, this class is for you! I’ll show you simple ways to begin to incorporate chords into 
your playing. 

Mark Wade Fri 3:00 
Area 4 (144) 

 

All Music Theory 101 
Mark is a college music professor and will share the essentials of his music theory class. Learn how music 
actually works and expand your harmonic vocabulary. This is no dry lecture; bring your instruments! 

Mark Wade Sat 10:00 
Area 4 (174) 

Beg Beginners Only! 
If you are new to the dulcimer, this class is for you! I’ll teach you good habits to develop and help you avoid 
bad ones too. We’ll also learn a simple tune and exercises to set you up for success. 

Mark Wade Sat 4:00 
Area 4 (234) 

All Technique Freak 
Learn HOW to practice AND actually get better! I’ll be your personal trainer in this class and take you 
through a really effective dulcimer workout routine that will keep your playing in shape. We will examine 
our technique to look for common pitfalls and start building healthy habits moving forward. 

Jon  
Weinberg 

Thurs 1:00 
Area 9 (49) 

All Playing with Others 
Ideas and etiquette for playing with other instruments in ensembles or jams so you'll be asked back again 

Jon 
Weinberg 

Thurs 2:00 
Area 9 (59) 

Beg2/Int Learning Tunes from Written Music 
The basics of reading music, and how to use written music to determine where the notes are on the dulci-
mer, which hand to use for which note, etc. Helpful for players who don't read music well or at all, and 
players who feel they have difficulty learning new tunes from written music. 

Jon 
Weinberg 

Fri 10:00 
Area 9 (99) 

Beg2/Int Finding Tunes that Shine on the Hammered Dulcimer 
What indicates if a tune will sound great on a dulcimer, how and where to find great tunes, and techniques 
to dress up a plain tune to make it shine on the hammered dulcimer. 

Jon  
Weinberg  

Sat 10:00 
Area 9 (179) 

Int/Adv Syncopated Dulcimer Chording 
Jazz up your fiddle tune accompaniment with this syncopated style of playing chords. Can also be used to 
jazz up the melody or to "fake it" when  you don't know the melody! 

Nancy Wells Thurs 4:00 
Area 5 (75) 

Beg2/Int Hauntingly Beautiful Tune in D Minor 
Learn a traditional Scottish air on the rarely-used F Scale of the standard/fifth-tuned dulcimer along with 
vertical third and cross-bridge harmony notes that make up partial chords for Dm, Gm, Bb, F... Learn by 
ear, but handout will be distributed at the end of class. References: John Cunningham’s Fair Warning CD 
and Bill Matthiesen’s The Waltz Book II (the aqua-colored book) for “Archibald McDonald of Keppoch.” 

Pat Wollet  Thurs 10:00 
Area 9 (19) 

Beg Love and Care 

Phyllis 
Woods-
Brown 

Thurs 11:00 
Area 4 (24) 

Sat 3:00 
Area 7 (227) 

Beg2/Int Where in the World Do They Get All Those NOTES?!?!?! 
Easy ways to embellish your fiddle tunes! You will learn a few simple ways to play more than the melody on 
those fiddle tunes. If you've ever watched someone play, and their hands were just going everywhere, and 
you've wanted to know what they're doing, this is the class for you! This works! 

Phyllis 
Woods-
Brown 

Thurs 1:00 
Area 6 (46) 

Sat 9:00 
Area 10 (170) 

Beg2/Int The Scale That Can Change Your Life! 
This class will teach the absolute necessary knowledge for learning to embellish your own music instead of 
playing someone else's arrangement. This class will be taught by pattern, shape, AND notes, so it's suitable 
for both those who read music and those who do not. 

Phyllis 
Woods-
Brown 

Fri 11:00 
Area 10 (110) 

 

Int It’s All About That Rag (Rhythm) 
Ready to "jazz" your playing up a notch? Droning is fun but you're ready for more? This is the "When-To, 
Where-To, and How-To" of how to put rag rhythms (syncopation) into your playing. You will learn how to do 
vertical patterns as well as triangle patterns of the "rag". We will apply this to a couple of tunes. 

Other Instruments 

Autoharp 

Wanda 
Degen 

Fri 4:00 
Area 3 (153) 

Beg/Int Autoharp Sampler 
The autoharp - or chorded zither - is an easy instrument to play accompanying the voice or other melody 
instruments. It can also be played as a lead instrument. We'll explore a variety of accompaniment strums 
as well as the techniques necessary to play melodies. Familiar songs from the Folk & Pop music genres will 
be taught. 



Other Instruments 

Instructor 
Time/Area
(Grid #) 

Level Description 

Autoharp Continued 

Mary 
Harrison 

Thurs 11:00 
Area 3 (23) 

PreBeg/
Beg 

So You Want to Play the Auto What? 
Learn what an Autoharp looks like, sounds like, and how to play an easy instrument. A few instruments will 
be available to try. 

Mary 
Harrison 

Fri 10:00 
Area 3 (93) 

 

All Old Hymns 
For all levels and any instrument and voices that like old hymns. 20 books will be available to look at and 
play along with singing! I encourage beginners to come to see how easy it is to accompany your voice on the 
Autoharp. 

Bill Schilling Thurs 4:00 
Area 3 (73) 

All Autoharp Questions 
The purpose of this workshop is to let the participants ask questions they may have about autoharp playing. Subjects may 
include (but are not limited to): holding the autoharp; left hand technique; right hand technique; using bare fingers, finger-
nails, flatpicks, thumbpicks, and fingerpicks; tuning; playing accompaniment; playing lead; chord bar layout; setup and re-
pair; reading and writing tablature and music; playing by ear; chromatic and diatonic styles; amplification, and other things 
participants are interested in. Hopefully, answers will be provided by the workshop leader and/or the other participants. 
The participants and leader will play a variety of things whenever appropriate in answering the questions. If the questions 
run out, a variety of songs will be available for all to play together. 

Bill Schilling Fri 9:00 
Area 3 (83) 

 

Beg/Int Autoharp Melody Strum 
The purpose of this workshop is to introduce the participants to the melody strum method for playing melody and harmony on the autoharp 
by strumming up to the melody note (and recognizing it when it is heard) using fingers, a flat pick, or a thumb pick. Since frequent smooth 
changes of the chord bars are essential to melody playing, left hand technique will be emphasized along with the right hand strum 
and listening. 

Bill Schilling Sat 9:00 
Area 3 (163) 

Beg2/Int Autoharp Pinch/Pluck Melody Playing 
The purpose of this workshop is to introduce the participants to the pinch/pluck method of melody playing on the auto-
harp. Participants will use fingerpicks and thumbpick(or bare fingers and thumb) to play the melody while incorporating 
some backup and /or harmony in this pleasing and useful style. Emphasis will be placed on developing right hand accuracy 
and directionality as well as left hand technique. 

Gail 
Schwandt 

Thurs 2:00 
Area 3 (53) 

All Let’s Play Some Fun Tunes 
We'll share tunes that will hopefully delight you and cause you to want to keep those 'harp strings vibrat-
ing. Might be country-western, swing, old timey, gospel, do-wop or others. Never can tell. Just come have 
some fun! Make sure 'harp is in tune. 

Banjo 

Steve Smith Sat 2:00 
Area 6 (216) 

Int Playing Clawhammer Banjo in Double C Tuning 
Learn to play clawhammer banjo tunes in the Old Time Double C tuning. Many old time tunes play better and 
easier in this tuning. Double C is the most common way to play clawhammer in the key of D by just adding a 
capo at the 2nd fret. 

Larry Unger Thurs 3:00 
Area 7 (67) 

Int Learn Tunes in the Old Time Style 
I'll teach an easy to learn tune or two that you probably don't already know. Tips on how to make your claw 
hammer style sound better will be given. 

Bowed Psaltry 

Wayne 
Simms 

Fri 3:00 
Area 3 (143) 

Beg Introduction to the Bowed Psaltry 
Introduction to the bowed psaltery from a builder's point of view. Discuss types of bows, horsehair and 
playing techniques. Play a simple tune. May include religious/Christmas music. *A limited number of psalter-
ies will be available as loaners for my class. If a loaner is needed, please check at my vendor booth before 
class, if possible. 

Dance 

David  
& Annette 

Lindsey 

Thurs 4:00 
Area 2 (72) 

All The Dynamics of a Dance Band 
Do you have a secret desire to be in a dance band?  Join David and Annette as they walk you through their 
experiences in playing for dances over the years and go over a few points they feel help make a dance suc-
cessful. 

Don & Jode 
Taylor 

Fri 12:00 
Area 9 (119) 

Fri 4:00 
Area6 (156) 

Beg Beginning Clogging I 
This is an entry level class where you will learn the basic building blocks of clogging. You will be able to take 
what you learn in this class and use it as your skill level increases. You will learn three or four basic clogging 
steps, then we will use those steps to learn a short dance. Wear shoes with rather hard soles. NO flip 
flops, you will hurt your toes! 

Don & Jode 
Taylor 

Sat 4:00 
Area 10 (240) 

Int Clogging Level II 
This class will build on what you learned in Beginning Clogging I. We will add some more difficult steps and 
create a more difficult dance than we did in Beginning Clogging I. Wear shoes with rather hard soles. NO 
flip flops - you will hurt your toes! 

Dobro 

John 
McAuliffe 

Thurs 10:00 
Area 7 (17) 

PreBeg/
Beg 

Introduction to the Dobro 
For those just starting out on the Dobro, or thinking about taking the leap. 

John 
McAuliffe 

Fri 12:00 
Area 6 (116) 

Int Dobro Tricks & Licks 
Ways to move around the fretboard and some licks. 



Other Instruments 

Instructor 
Time/Area
(Grid #) 

Level Description 

Fiddle 

Andrea Coyle Thurs 9:00 
Area 3 (3) 
Sat 10:00 

Area 3 (173) 

Beg Violin Technique for the Beginner Fiddler 
This class will cover the basics of tuning, instrument care, bow hold, instrument position, left hand fingering, and sound 
production. This class is designed to help set the beginner fiddler up for success in future classes. Techniques will be 
taught using the tune Boil ‘em Cabbage Down. No experience necessary. Please bring your instrument. 

Jeff 
Felmlee 

Sat 11:00 
Area 3 (183) 

Beg2/Int Play Me Some Blues 
Workshop will cover a classic 12-Bar blues tune - "The Milk Cow Blues". We will work on the blues timing, 
accidental notes, triple notes, some bowing techniques. 

Jim 
McKinney 

Thurs 10:00 
Area 3 (13) 

Int Angleworm Wiggle 
Bring your tuned fiddle and a recording device.  We will learn an old-time fiddle tune and a few variations. 

Jim  
McKinney 

Thurs 3:00 
Area 3 (63) 

Int Tenstrike Quadrille fig. 2 
Bring your tuned fiddle and a recording device.  We will learn an old-time fiddle tune from the repertoire of Les Raber. 

Guitar 

Jeff Allen Fri 11:00 
Area 6 (106) 

Beg2/Int Let’s Play Some Blues 
We will be using the 12 bar blues style and minor pentatonic scale to learn some cool riffs, slides, string 
bending, and turnarounds. Then we'll put it all together and have a little jam to use what we have learned. 

Jeff Allen Sat 1:00 
Area 6 (206) 

PreBeg/
Beg 

Let’s Start From the Beginning 
This workshop is for those who have never played a guitar before and would like to learn, or for someone who wants to pick 
up another instrument. We will learn the very basics, and learn enough chords to get you started on your way. 

Mark 
Baumann 

Thurs 2:00 
Area 7 (57) 

Beg2/Int Playing and Singing Traditional Songs 
Our goal will be to learn a little music theory, changing keys with or without capo, bar chords, strum pat-
terns, adding runs and notes, timing, and a few basic singing suggestions. We will start with This Land is 
Your Land, add circle of fifths and play 5'2, talk about minor chords and play Puff the Magic Dragon. 

Julia Dryzga Fri 10:00 
Area 5 (95) 

PreBeg/
Beg 

Beginning Guitar for Beginners of All Ages 
Learn the names of the strings, how to hold a guitar and pick, hand position, a few easy chords and few 
easy songs: He's Got the Whole World in His Hands, Swing Low, Sweet Chariot. 

Steve Smith Thurs 11:00 
Area 6 (26) 

Beg Beginning Guitar 
Starting with the basic terminology of the guitar, how to place your left and right hands properly on the 
guitar, moving on to begin forming basic open chords in several keys and how to play them cleanly so that 
they ring true. 

Wendy 
Songe 

Thurs 4:00 
Area 6 (76) 

Beg Guitar for New Gurus 
Learn all the basics in just one lesson! This crash course will cover everything from instrument care, reading tab & chord 
charts, finger style playing, strums patterns, using a pick, programming the left hand, strengthening exercises, and a new 
tune to take home! Start playing guitar, today! 

Larry Unger Thurs 9:00 
Area 7 (7) 

Int Guitar Backup 
Interesting ways to accompany fiddle tunes (and songs) will be taught. Alternate voicings, swing chords, 
easy chords up the neck all will be covered as well as tips for playing by ear. 

Harp 

Pat Tait Thurs 1:00 
Area 3 (43) 

All Musical Melanges 
Join us in playing some musical medleys. Listeners Welcome! 

Pat Tait Fri 11:00 
Area 3 (103) 

All Patchwork Potpourri 
Surprises await as we introduce some new tunes for your playing pleasure. Listeners Welcome! 

Pat Tait Fri 12:00 
Area 3 (113) 

All Harper’s Circle 
Come share your instrument, a tune, or just sit back and listen. Listeners Welcome! 

Hurdy Gurdy 

Michael Opp 
Ann & Melvin 

Dorries 

Fri 2:00 
Area 3 (133) 

PreBeg Introduction to the Hurdy-Gurdy 
The pre-beginner class will have a Historic introduction to the Hurdy-gurdy and a show and tell as to how they work and 
what is required to maintain them including cottoning the strings, also there will be a selection of songs played for demon-
stration of different instruments by different players. The more advanced class will include learning to play some songs 
and how to do the buzzing bridge in relationship to them. 

Michael Opp 
Ann & Melvin 

Dorries 

Sat 3:00 
Area 3 (223) 

Beg/Int Advanced Hurdy-Gurdy Playing 
For beginners and intermediates alike. We will be learning a tune from the French repertoire and giving 
extra focus to learning the buzzing bridge technique. 

Mandolin 

Johnny Hunt Sat 3:00 
Area 10 (230) 

All Mandolin Crash Course! ** 
Are you ready to kick it up a notch on your mandolin playing? After reviewing some basic 2-fingered chords, you are going 
to learn how to make those chopped (closed) chords that give the mandolin that distinctive sound, and to play a scale along 
with a harmony string (double stops). This is a lot to cover in 45-50 minutes, but have no fear, there is a link to a video of 
this class so you can go back and review it to your heart's content. 



Other Instruments 

Instructor 
Time/Area
(Grid #) 

Level Description 

Mountain Dulcimer 

Sharon 
Broyles 

Thurs 11:00 
Area 1 (21) 

All Fancy Picking Made Easy 
Amaze yourself and the listener with these tricks! 

Wanda 
Degen 

Fri 2:00 
Area 9 (139) 

Beg2/Int Mountain Dulcimer Sampler 
A "Sampling" of playing in different tunings, styles, and keys. Fingerpicking, flatpicking, traditional strum-
ming patterns, chords, harmonies, scales - a little bit of everything taught thru a few pretty songs and 
some fun and easy musical exercises just for the mountain dulcimer. 

Bing Futch Thurs 1:00 
Area 1 (41) 

Int The Bridge to Better 
I'll share with you some secrets of the mountain dulcimer, like boxes and selective strumming, chording 
and flatpicking will also be covered.  Upgrade your ability, take this class! 

Bing Futch Fri 2:00 
Area 1 (131) 

Int Authentic Delta Blues 
Learn how to play the blues with 2016 International Blues Challenge winner, Bing Futch! From rhythms and 
chords to expression and solos, you'll be ready to pitch a wang-dang-doodle all night long after this work-
shop! 

Bing Futch Sat 2:00 
Area 1 (211) 

Int Make ‘Em Laugh/Make ‘Em Cry 
It takes more than just melody and chords to make a great tune.  By playing expressively, filling each 
strum, pluck, pick and arpeggio with feeling, you can make music with emotional impact; the very best kind. 

Karen Keane Thurs 3:00 
Area 1 (61) 

Beg/Int Beginning Finger Picking 
Have you always wanted to learn to finger pick?  This class is for you!  Come explore the wonderful world of 
finger picking and learn the basic skills needed for a successful start (DAD). 

Karen Keane Fri 1:00 
Area 1 (121) 

Int/Adv Intermediate to Advanced Finger Picking 
Blanchard Springs Cavern is a beautiful sight to behold.  Come learn an original finger picking song that 
expresses the natural beauty of the cavern (DAD). 

Karen Keane Sat 11:00 
Area 1 (181) 

Int Cajun Tunes 
Aiyee!  Learn some Cajun songs from the swamps of Louisiana.  We'll unmask some traditional tunes and 
"Laissez les bon temps rouler!"  A capo is needed for this class (DAD). 

John Keane Sat 1:00 
Area 1 (201) 

Beg/Int Drones Away! 
This class is for the folks who wants to learn the melody string up and down while getting some helpful 
coaching on creative noter and/or finger techniques (DAD to start). 

AnnMarie 
Krause 

Thurs 9:00 
Area 1 (1) 
Sat 9:00 

Area 1 (161) 

PreBeg/
Beg 

Melody on Mt. Dulcimer 
Melody Basics for new learner 

AnnMarie 
Krause 

Fri 9:00 
Area 1 (81) 

PreBeg/
Beg 

Chords on Mt. Dulcimer 
Chord Basics for new learner 

AnnMarie 
Krause 

Thurs Fri 
Sat @ 4:00 

Area 1 
(71, 151, 231) 

PreBeg/
Beg 

Slow Jam on Mountain Dulcimer—2 Hours 
Sloooow Jam using music from Mt. Dulcimer chord and melody classes. Open to other instruments to join 
us! 

Annette 
Lindsey 

Fri 
10:00—11:00 

Area 1 
(91/101) 

All Mountain Dulcimer Pre-Show Practice ** 
Let’s go over the songs that we will be playing for the mountain dulcimer preshow and get any questions 
answered. 

Annette 
Lindsey 

Sat 12:00 
Area 1 (191) 

 

Beg/Int Cumberland Gap 
Learn Cumberland Gap, a really fun old-time tune 3-part tune with chords and words. 

Canceled    

Canceled    

Brett 
Ridgeway 

Thurs 2:00 
Area 1 (51) 

 

All Finger Picking So Simple 
Fingerpicking is simple. Learning a few picking patterns and a little instruction on how to use them and you 
are well on your way! If you can't fingerpick, then this is the workshop for you. AND, it takes you beyond 
the "movement" to the emotions and dynamics! 



Other Instruments 

Instructor 
Time/Area
(Grid #) 

Level Description 

Mountain Dulcimer Continued 

Butch Ross Sat 11:00 
Area 6 (186) 

All It’s All in the Wrist 
Learn fluid, smooth (and even fast) right hand techniques. Strumming flat-picking and even some fingerpicking will be 
covered. 

Stephen 
Seifert 

Sat 2:00 
Area 10 (220) 

 

Int Master the Rhythms Most Players Struggle With 
This class will be like bootcamp for the strumming hand with a special focus on the stuff most people mess up. I'll give you 
written examples and I'll show you how to play the examples with accuracy and variety. Left-hand fretting tips are includ-
ed. I dare you to dare me to fix your strum. Let's do this! 

Wendy 
Songe 

Thurs 10:00 
Area 1 (11) 

 

Beg Very Beginner Mountain Dulcimer 
Learn all the basics and more - How to hold it, tune it, play it, care for it, right hand strumming, finger 
picking, left hand techniques, chords and fretting, basic tablature reading and take home a new tune today! 

Wendy 
Songe 

Thurs 12:00 
Area 1 (31) 

 

All Dynamite Dynamics (DAD) 
DYNAMIC MOUNTAIN DULCIMER- The mountain dulcimer holds the key to a variety of unique, colorful 
and expressive voices. This class will give you the skills you need to bring them out in your music. We will 
focus on touch & technique, combined with terms & symbols for on-score dynamic notation. Add variety to 
your own playing style and put it into practice with a new dynamic tune to take home! 

Wendy 
Songe 

Fri 12:00 
Area 2 (112) 

Beg/Int Easy Tab & Theory Essentials 
ONLY THE THEORY YOU NEED TO KNOW, MADE EASY – Reading tablature and learning music theory 
are often begrudged essentials of musicianship. However, this class aims to demystify both in a fun and 
effective hour of hands-on-instrument experience, & pencil and paper exercises. The combined outcome 
will give you more confidence and know-how to pick up any new piece of music and begin playing, enhance 
your songwriting abilities, improve your ensemble and sight-reading skills, and more! 

Wendy 
Songe 

Fri 3:00 
Area 1 (141) 

 

Beg/Int Right Hand Workout 
Come join us as we focus on flat picking, finger picking, plucking, strumming, muting and other terrific 
techniques that will rock your world and your music! (Lefty strummers are welcome too, of course!) 

Wendy 
Songe 

Sat 3:00 
Area 1 (221) 

 

Beg/Int Chords & Strums (DAD) 
BASIC CHORDS & STRUMS FOR MTN. DULCIMER - Learn common chords and strumming techniques that 
will open the door to picking up ‘non-dulcimer music’, accompanying yourself or others as ‘back-up’, and add 
variety to your music with new techniques to take home. 

Native American Flute 

Bing Futch Thurs 11:00 
Area 7 (27) 
Sat 11:00 

Area 9 (189) 

Beg/Int How to Play Native American Flute 
One of Bing's most popular workshops introduces the Native American flute.  Learn breath support and 
expression tricks, scales and tips for creating melodies and how to play with others.  Loaners are available 
on a first-come, first-served basis and Bing will have a number of affordable flutes for purchase in the 
vending area. 

John Keane Fri 2:00 
Area 6 (136) 

Beg Finding Your Tune 
A fun excursion into this hauntingly beautiful instrument.  Bring your B minor flute (flutes available for 
loan or purchase) and discover improvisational techniques, special effects, and TAB reading skills to set you 
apart from the average hobbyist. 

Percussion 

John Keane Thurs 12:00 
Sat 2:00 
Area 3 

(33, 213) 

Beg Learn to Play the Cajon 
This wonderful percussion instrument has been creeping into folk music like wildfire!  Even if you don't yet 
have a cajon, bring a comfortable chair and learn the basics. 

Piano 

Judi 
Morningstar 

Fri 3:00 
Area 2 (142) 

All Piano for Dances & Jamming 
A Presentation of skills for enhancing the pleasure of everyone in a jam/dance band while holding it together. 

Soprano Recorder 

AnnMarie 
Krause 

Fri 1:00 
Area 3 (123) 

PreBeg/
Beg 

Learn to Read Music Playing the Recorder 
Notes, rests, timing, fingering, music basics, (Instruments available $5 at class) 

AnnMarie 
Krause 

Sat 12:00 
Area 3 (193) 

Int Ensemble Recorder Music 
Need to read music and know fingerings, ensemble music for Recorder, including Christmas and Hymns 

Ukulele 

Bruce 
Evans 

Sat 4:00 
Area 9 (239) 

 

All Ukulele Jam 
A jam session for all ukuleles. This is one of the most highly attended workshops at the festival. There are 
no handouts or screen projections as all songs are chosen by the participants. 

John Keane Fri 4:00 
Area 10 (160) 

Beg Easy Sing-A-Long Songs for Ukulele 
Bring your GCEA tuned ukulele and learn some fun two and three chord songs to sing while you play! 



Other Instruments 

Instructor 
Time/Area
(Grid #) 

Level Description 

Ukulele Continued 

John 
McAuliffe 

Sat 10:00 
Area 6 (176) 

Int Ukulele Tricks & Secrets 
Improve your playing with some secret and clever stuff. 

Bob 
Niemczewski 

Sat 2:00 
Area 9 (219) 

Beg Beginning Baritone Ukulele 
This is a class for the Baritone Ukulele so please come tuned to D G B E and get ready to have some fun, 
learn some chords, and play a song or two... 

Butch Ross Thurs 3:00 
Area 6 (66) 

Int/Adv Insanely Useful Chord Progressions 
Learn common chord progressions from songbooks like "The Daily Ukulele" and understand the underlying 
harmonic concepts behind songs like like "5'2", Eyes of Blue" and "Alice's Restaurant." Knowing these can 
help you learn new songs quicker and better. 

Steve Smith Fri 2:00 
Area 7 (137) 

 

Int/Adv Ukulele Music of Hawaii 
We'll learn to play the Hawaiian way learning a traditional Hawaiian  "Hapa Haole" (mixing Hawaiian and 
English lyrics) song or two.  Steve lived and played professionally in Hawaii for 15 years. 

Voice 

Mike &  
Hedda 
Doyle 

Fri 4:00 
Area 2 (152) 

 

All 4th Annual Motown Sing-A-Long 
Michiganders and other lovers of the classic Motown hits will join to sing out great hits like Tracks of My 
Tears, Just My Imagination, and Stop in the Name of Love. 

Canceled    

Glen 
Morningstar 

Sat 
3:00 & 4:00 

Area 2  
(222/232) 

 

All Shape Note & Sacred Harp Sing (90 Minute Class) 
The focus of this workshop is participative singing and four-part harmony. We will warm up with some sing-
ing exercises to introduce participants to the four-shape system taught in Singing Schools since the mid-
1800s in North America. Then we'll sing from the Sacred Harp tunebook. Temporary copies provided. In-
terlaced harmonies and fuguing are the trademarks of this style. This class is scheduled for 90 minutes. 

Whistle & Keyless Flute 

Karen Keane Sat 4:00 
Area 3 (233) 

Beg Beginning Pennywhistle 
Come discover the secrets of playing this world-wide fipple flute!  Bring a tweaked whistle in the key of D 
and let the fun begin! 

DeeDee 
Tibbets 

Sat 1:00 
Area 3 (203) 

 

Beg2/Int Celtic Whistle 
Learn how to get a Celtic feel to your whistle playing by discovering bends, trills, finger vibrato, and other 
ornaments to add to this lovely Celtic tune! 

Miscellaneous (Any or No Instrument; Discussions) 

Sharon 
Broyles 

Sat 9:00 
Area 6 (166) 

 

PreBeg/
Beg 

Music as a 2nd Language 
“So what do they mean by key, scale, half/whole notes, major, minor, chords, 2nds, 3rd….?!?!”  I’m so con-
fused! Well - let’s clear it all up!  It’s quite easy to understand… let me show you! No instrument required. 

Randy 
Clepper 

Fri 1:00 
Area 6 (126) 

 

Beg2/Int Irish Accompaniment Technique 
This year we'll focus on certain skills and techniques that are unique to Irish traditional music accompani-
ment. A few are instrument-specific, but most will apply to any accompaniment instrument. 

Randy 
Clepper 

Fri 3:00 
Area 6 (146) 

 

Int/Adv Irish Traditional Music for Melody Instruments 
We'll focus on the nuances of playing Irish tunes (jigs, reels, etc.), in the style. Topics include how to in-
troduce ornaments and have them "lay well in the tune", rhythmic nuances, what to listen for. Will demon-
strate on tenor banjo and/or mandolin-family instruments 

Jeff 
Felmlee 

Thurs 10:00 
Area 4 (14) 

 

Beg2/Int Two-Part Tunes 
Play two or three tunes, Key D, with two-part music. We will start with half the class playing melody, the 
other half playing harmony - then reverse the parts. Must be able to read music. Come give it a try. 

David James Thurs 1:00 
Area 7 (47) 

 
 

Beg2/Int Arrangements: Tunes with Harmonies 
Go to http://www.tiompanalley.com/index_files/tunes/TunesLst.htm some time in June and look for a sub-heading called 
EVART 2017. There will be arrangements for some tunes there. (If you want to do some of the ones from the list that's 
up there now (scroll on that page to "two and three parts") lemme know at djames@tiompanalley.com, OR, if you're nuts 
about a pretty tune and want to see what I can do with it, write me. Learn the tunes--bring 'em to Evart. Prepare to be 
awed. 

John 
McAuliffe 

Fri 10:00 
Area 2 (92) 

 

All I Want to Teach a Workshop 
A workshop to discuss teaching. If you are thinking about workshop teaching, come and find out what it's 
all about. Discussion will include preparation, tips and problem avoidance. Bring writing materials. 



Miscellaneous (Any or No Instrument; Discussions) Continued 

Gail Perna Fri 11:00 
Area 2 
(102) 

 

All Using Your iPad and iPhone 
After a brief tour of your iPad, instruction will focus on learning where to find printed music on the Inter-
net and how to use UnRealBook to organize and store PDF music files. You will also learn how to organize 
and store photos and how to use iCloud to transfer photos to a computer. Bring your iPad with you. It is 
helpful to buy the app UnRealBook prior to class. 

Brett 
Ridgeway 

Sat 3:00 
Area 9 
(229) 

 

All Practice Smarter, Not Harder 
Many people waste HOURS of time and effort, practicing their instrument, and don’t realize their practice 
methods are like a brick wall keeping them from reaching the end-result they desire. This workshop will 
teach you scientifically proven techniques, tested guidelines, and provide hands-on practice learning a tune 
(bring your instrument) teaching you exactly HOW to practice for the most efficient, effective, and pro-
ductive results! Note: this is a hands-on class; bring your instrument! 

Steve Smith Fri 11:00 
Area 9 
(109) 

 

All Songwriting 
Steve, an ASCAP award winning songwriter, shares the steps and methods for creating a well crafted song, 
both lyrics and music. Students will learn where to start writing a song from just an idea, how to then build 
that idea into a complete, well-structured song. 

Larry 
Unger 

Fri 2:00 
Area 5 
(135) 

All Marxaphone and Other Marx Family Instruments Demonstration 
The Marx company in Michigan made several unusual zither type instruments. I'll bring several of mine and 
show how they are played. Participants are encouraged to also bring their own to show off. 

Larry 
Unger 

Sat 10:00 
Area 2 
(172) 

 

All Write a Tune with Larry Unger 
I'll talk about how I go about writing tunes and then will make up one or two on the spot and then the class 
as a group will write one or two. 

Dick 
Weinberger 

Fri 12:00 
Area 10 

(120) 

All Playing While Singing 
This is a hands-on workshop. Bring your instruments! Tips and techniques used to allow you to sing while 
playing your instrument. 

Nancy 
Wells 

Thurs 2:00 
Area 5 

(55) 

Beg2/Int De-mystifying Modes:Practical Information about Modes 
Question: Does two sharps mean Key of D Major? Answer: Often yes, but not always. The tune could have 
two sharps, but be in one of the minor modes (for example, E dorian, like “Swallowtail Jig”). Or it could be 
in one of the other major modes (for example, A mixolydian, sometimes communicated as “Key of A, but it’s 
modal.”). Understand what “modes” are. Learn to hear the most common chord progressions in the four 
most common modes (a very useful skill for jamming). 

Jam Sessions & Jam Information 

John French 
Chuck Deyo 

Thurs 4:00 
Area 7 

(77) 
 

Beg Two Chord Song Jam 
Lots of popular songs can be played with just two chords. In this workshop, participants will play several 
two chord songs. Two chord songs help beginners train their ears. It’s often easy to know when to change 
chords but what chord do you go to? If there are only two chords in the song, it’s easy to know. John and 
Chuck are the leaders of the group Punch Drunk. 

Carl 
Visconti 

Thurs 
1:00 & 2:00 

(42/52) 
Fri 

1:00 & 2:00 
Area 2 

(122/132) 

All 2 Hr. Slow Jam 
A structured jam session. Tunes will be played slowly (sometimes very slowly) so beginning players and 
those learning the tune can play along. Several participants will have the chance to select a tune to play. 
Tunes selected must be familiar to at least one of the leaders and to a reasonable number of participants. 
While not being specifically encouraged or discouraged, religious tunes may be selected. Players of all in-
struments and all levels are welcome and are encouraged to sit "up close" so we can hear each other. This is 
a good way to get started playing in jam sessions. 

David & 
Annette 
Lindsey 

Fri  
2:00 (134) 

Sat  
3:00 (224) 

Area 4 

All Let’s Jam! 
We welcome all instruments and just want to play fun old-time tunes. Come join us with your favorite in-
strument and ready to call out your favorite tune. Let’s just have fun! 

Carl 
 Visconti 

Sat 
1:00 & 2:00 

Area 2 
(202/212) 

All 2 Hour Christian Hymn Instrumental Jam 
This will be primarily a Christian hymn instrumental jam session (with possibly a few Celtic airs or waltzes). 
It is not a gospel/hymn singing session. We'll have a list of possible hymns to play, and we'll play suggested 
hymns (from the participants, especially those sitting up front) as long as one of us and several of the par-
ticipants know it. 

AnnMarie 
Krause 

Thurs Fri Sat 
4:00 

Area 1 
(71, 151, 231) 

PreBeg/
Beg 

2 Hr  Mountain Dulcimer Slow Jam 
Sloooow Jam using music from Mt. Dulcimer chord and melody classes. Open to other instruments to join 
us! 

** Indicates Instructors have posted handouts for these classes, which can be downloaded through our workshops app at odpcfunfestschedule.com 
 

****ADULT WORKSHOP PLAYER LEVELS **** 
Beginner (Beg) - Able to tune and beginning to play. 

Beginner 2 (Beg2) - Able to play and know a few chords. 
Intermediate (Int) - Plays many tunes from memory; beginning to arrange and embellish. 

Advanced (Adv) - Confident embellishing, solid understanding of chords. 



2017 Funfest Vendors 

UPPER BARN 
 Tim Seaman, Pinewood Music—CD’s and instructional materials, Dusty Strings Dulcimers.  

 Bill Robinson – Bill Robinson & Friends CD’s.  

 Lost Valley Dulcimer – Jer Cyr, Lost Valley Hammered Dulcimers. 

 Rick Thum Dulcimers – Hammered Dulcimers, musical accessories, instructional materials  

 Steve and Ruth Smith—Cabin Cove Music, CD sales  

 Paradise Llama, Wood crafts, jewelry, shawls and silk creations  

 Hewoud Music, fine mountain dulcimers and accessories.  

 Ilace Mears – CD sales 

 Ann Martin—Martin Massage Services  

 Caldwell Music—new and used instruments, musical accessories. 

 Mark Wade—CD’s, hammered dulcimer accessories, instructional materials 

 Sarah Morgan and Wendy Songe – CD sales 

 Bing Futch—CD sales 

 David’s Dulcimers—Lindsey dulcimers and accessories 

 Wayne Simms—bowed psalteries along with a series of adventure novels 

 Ron Jordan—Joyful Noise and Wolf Hill Woodworking hammers, stands and accessories 

 Pam Bowman—Harvest Home Renditions-Masterworks 

 Stephen Seifert—CD’s and books  

 
LOWER BARN 

 John and Karen Keane, CD sales, mountain dulcimer instruction books and accessories 

 Nick Blanton & Sam Rizzetta—Fine hammered and mountain dulcimers 

 Phyllis Brown—CD sales, mountain, hammered dulcimer and claw hammer banjo music and instruction 

 Brett Ridgeway – CD sales, instructional books 

 Folkcraft – An extensive array of mountain dulcimers and accessories  

 Freddie Beaulieux – Used instruments, specializing in mountain dulcimers 

 Cliff’s Custom Crafts – Musical accessories including furniture, carts and stands 

 Dan Krause – Dan sells mountain dulcimer and music stands along with many accessories  

 Circle H. Leather – Specializes in fine leather straps and belts for any instrument 

 Key Dulcimers – Jim Key creates and sells his own line of hand crafted hammered dulcimers 

 Creatively Glass and More— Offers many varieties of stained glass creations 

 Michael McClain – Wooden music stands and instrument holders  

 Jack Freeman – Repair, sales and restorations of fretted instruments and violins 

 Michael Allen – Producer and builder of hammered dulcimers and marimbulas 

 Harrison Harps – New and used autoharps along with repair 

 White River Dulcimers – Hammered dulcimers, stands and musical accessories 

 Prussia Valley Dulcimers – Sales and repair of their own line of mountain dulcimers 

 Argil Pottery – Sells various styles of pottery 

 Janet McFarlaine – Specializes in tye-dyed shirts and cloth 

 Whipporwill Acoustics – Handcrafted autoharps 

 
ODPC does its best to ensure the accuracy of this list.  

However, changes or cancelations made after the schedule is printed are unavoidable. 
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